
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of manager, data
engineering. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for manager, data engineering

Define and track project schedules by coordinating with internal and external
teams
Build & manage diverse team of data engineers building and maintaining an
enterprise data warehouse platform with its associated ETL processes and
data architecture requirements
Responsible for designing, building, and maintaining robust ETL & data
warehouse environment
Provide data architecture and data pipeline leadership and guidance
Evaluate, recommend, and implement proper tools & technology to achieve a
high performing data warehouse platform servicing thousands of users and a
broad set of use cases
Build cross functional relationships with data analytic teams and business
leaders
Constantly evaluate and optimize deployment & ETL processes to achieve
greater efficiency and reliability
Work with business and IT leadership to align priorities and initiatives
Establish strong relationships with various internal and external teams to gain
an understanding of their strategies, objectives, and tactics to develop a
comprehensive corporate executive dashboards
Assess specific operational issues/areas (such as what work gets done in what
regions, cost benefit analysis, establishing best practices, creating models for
business problems, etc) for improvement and develop an approach/design
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Qualifications for manager, data engineering

Successful candidates will possess strong, demonstrable skills in Linux,
Hadoop, systems automation, and AWS Technologies
Expect to tell us what you’ve shipped and what’s flopped
Experience building and maintaining user-facing libraries, API’s is a big plus
It would be awesome if you have a robust portfolio on GitHub and/or open
source contributions of which you are proud to share!
3+ years with Distributed Computing
3+ years with Hadoop & other Big Data Technologies


